IN RESEARCH in the field of machine translation we are brought by the nature of our objective to consider languages as codes. If we accept that translation is the transfer of meaning from one language to another, then ultimately our task is to establish specific and automatic correspondence between the signs of a given language-code from which we translate (the source language), and the signs of another language-code into which we translate (the target language).
IN RESEARCH in the field of machine translation we are brought by the nature of our objective to consider languages as codes. If we accept that translation is the transfer of meaning from one language to another, then ultimately our task is to establish specific and automatic correspondence between the signs of a given language-code from which we translate (the source language), and the signs of another language-code into which we translate (the target language).
Since the signs in a given source language d o not have one-for-one equivalence with those of a given target language, and since likewise there is no complete structural parallelism between the two systems, the object of research is the reduction and resolution of ambiguity in the transfer process. The word "ambiguity" here is not as precise as one would wish. To point out the problem involved more clearly the term "transferambiguity" will be used in the present context.
In the case of two languages reasonably close in their lexical inventory and reasonably parallel in their structural characteristics, the reduction of transferambiguity is relatively more feasible than when the source and target languages show great difference in their lexical inventories and marked divergence in their structural operations.
French and English are used in illustrating this discussion because these languages are reasonably close to each other and will be familiar to many readers.
The present objective of machine translation research aims at the translation of scientific literature. For this we have to arrive at a set of linguistic formulations, expressed in forms intelligible to a monolingual programmer, susceptible of reformulation in programming terms, and adequate to effect machine translation of scientific and technological writings.
In Georgetown we have recognized four basic approaches to the resolution of transfer-ambiguity : 
Microglossary Approach
The microglossary approach relies upon the assumption that a given lexical item in the source language may have different equivalents -i.e. will translate into several separate items -in the target language when used in different disciplines. To illustrate, the noun deck used in a maritime context will have a different equivalent in French than when used in a text dealing with computers. Or the noun la cour in French will translate one way into English if used in a legal document and in another if used in a treatise on architecture. Likewise, the French noun le sujet will be translated normally as person in a legal context and as subject in a context dealing with grammar. Conversrly the English noun object used in a grammatical context will translate as compliment and in general context as objet.
The microglossary approach seeks to resolve these types of ambiguity by prop i n g the compilation of separate glossaries specific to individual disciplines with each source item having the minimum possible number of equivalents.
It should be pointed out that useful as the microglossary approach may prove to be, there are cases whrrc it will not b effective -for instance when a word like range used in a text having to do with artillrry can be ambiguous in the source text. At present, partial microglossaries have brcn processed for Russian-English in physics (Michigan) and in organic chemistry (&orgetown) ; and in physics for Frcnrh-English (Georgetown). Only more advanced and much more complete research and rxperience will rnable us to determine the extrnt to which microglossarization will be helpful in thr rrduction of transfer-ambiguity. The item purl-, stem of a French regular verb in group I (-er) has been entered in the stored dictionary, with its equivalent speak in English. Upon receiving the input item parlons, the machine identifies it in terms of stem and suffix. The operations then occur for sentences 1 to 6 as indicated in Fig. 1 .
Structural Analysis
The stem having been identified, the morphological analysis then begins. T h e identification of the suffix -ons is the result of a series of consecutive no-yes decisions, thus: is it -er (infinitive); if not, is it -anf (present participle); if not, is it -i (past participle); if not, is i t -e (1st person sing., pres. indicative); if not, is it -cs (ditto, 2d pers.); if not, is it -e (ditto, 3d pers.) ; if not, is it -ons (1st pers. plur. pres. ind.). Having concluded the analysis on the morphological level, the next steps will be on the syntagmatic or on the syntactic levels.
By the word item we designate in this case the word which is the fulcrum of the analysis. By item -I we designate the immediately preceding word (in left-toright wading) ; by item + 7 , we designate thr word immediately following.
The diamond-shaped figures in Fig. 1 T h e formulation is susceptible of general application to nearly all French verbs and it handles the fundamental structure of declaration, interrogation, and command, and operates on the transitivr and intransitive levels, as well as on the pronominal and noninflectcd levels.
Semantic Categories
The rstablishment of scmantic cdtegories (sornetirnrs referred to as lexical classes) is the least-charted area of machine translation research at this point. It involves the establishment of subclasses of major word classes (mainly nouns, verbs, adjectives and prepositions) based on the semantic function of the item. I t calls for the resolution of ambiguity on a nonstructural basis, and without recourse to inicroglossarization or idiomatization. I t involves the search for cues outside the morphological and syntactic levels.
T h e following example will illustrate the point:
T h e English statemcnt, "Put your book on the table and put your sentence on the board," will call for a different transla- tion of the preposition "on" in French.
The first occurrence has to be translated by the Frcnch preposition "sur" and the second by the Frcnch prepositional article "au." 'The examination of the contcitual environment will yield no clucs in terms of structural data. Thus, the ambiguous item is preceded by an identical verb, by an identical possessive, and is followed by a common noun. Further scrutiny will rcveal that both nouns can be classified as "nouns of surface" and that in the case of "table" the surface is horitonfal, whereas the "blackboard" is normally thought of as being uerfical. A similar context will yield a similar result. Thus, "Put your hat on thc chair," will yield, "sur la chaise," and "Hang it on the wall," will yield "au rnur."
A further illustration is represcntcd in the sentence, "Pour a little acid in a little beaker." T h e item "little" functions here as an adverb in the first instance and as an adjective in the second instance. 'The determination of its grammatical function, however, can only be deduced from the fact that in the first instance we are dealing with a noun of bulk and in the second we have what can be called a noun of unit.
'Therc is a class of ambiguity which cannot be rrsolved readily and that is when a single item in the source languagc has two distinct equivalcnts in the target language. Thus, for example, the English word experiment is rendered i n French by expirience, but so is thc English word experience. Thus, the sentence, "L'exp6ri-encc a dtmontrt . . ." could yield both, "The cxperiment has shown," and "Experience has shown." Since in French the article is present in both cases, no clue can bc found within that context. T h e tentative solution to such a situation is to takc the English equivalcnt experience alone and use it in all instances, even when experimenf would be more accurate. The measure of ambiguity would bc minimal.
Even the usc of cxpiriences in the plural will not yield an absolute clue for the choice of eithrr experiences or experiments.
Idiomatization
T h e establishment of idiom classes is self-defined. An idiom is a cluster of items nontransferable as separate units. Thus, in isolation righf will have a variety of equivalents which will not be acceptable in the cluster righf away, which is treated in machine translation not as two items, but as a single lexical unit.
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